What is SEP Mobile subscription?

SEP Mobile subscription is a comprehensive mobile protection solution that safeguards mobile devices from threats, including malware, phishing, and data loss. It's designed to maximize your SEP Mobile investment by providing continuous security, manageability, and compliance.

Cloud-Enabled Content Updates

Symantec Endpoint Protection Mobile (SEP Mobile) projects organizations and individuals against zero-day threats, providing real-time protection, 24x7 threat monitoring, and automatic content updates. SEP Mobile's feature-rich solution includes cloud-enabled content updates, which proactively identify and deploy security patches to your devices.

Latest Product Innovations

During the subscription term, you have access to key features and architecture changes that enable maintenance benefits including uninterrupted security protection and ongoing supportability.

Technical Support

SEP Mobile's technical support is designed to ensure your devices remain secure and up-to-date. You have access to expert technical support to help you navigate any issues that may arise.

Self-Help Resources

Access to numerous online resources is available through your subscription. These resources include documentation, forums, and technical support options.

Important Compliance Obligations

For more information, contact your product's End User License Agreement. And as defined in the Customer Service Agreement. For further information, consult your product's End User License Agreement.